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AND! EVEN SCREAMING YELLOW
ZONKERS ARE SOLD OPENLY AT
"ITS NO SECRET THAT LSD, MARI-
JUANA,
ROCK FESTIVALS ACROSS THE
MESCALINE, STP . . . COUNTRY."
j Oklahoma' Gov. Dewey Barlett
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Results Of Athletics Poll
Editor's Note: The following statistics were compiled by the Con-
cerned Students for Athletics (Tim McCreight, Guy Ferguson, Ed Gil-.be- rt
and Charles Lindner) from a questionnaire sent to all students
on campus. Although 715 students responded, the percentages and
tallies for each question are based on the total number of answers to
that particular question.
Of the students who returned questionnaires:
144 "are now participating in varsity athletics.
151 have participated in varsity athletics.
344 have never participated in college athletics.
1. Do vou support the College's participation in intercollegiate
athletics? Yes 85 No 15
2. Would you rather see more or less money put into this pro
gram? More 33.5 Less 48.5 Same 18
3. What do you feel are the primary duties of a member of the
P.E. Department? List in order of importance.
2 a) Coaching
lb) Teaching
4 c) Counselling
3d) Working with majors
4. Do you feel that the P.E. Department is an integral port of
the college? Yes 71 No 29
5. Would you encourage a friend to come to Wooster to partici
pate in intercollegiate athletics? Yes 48 No 52
6. It has been suggested that since highly competitive intercol
legiate sports are becoming more expensive, the smaller
schools, like Wooster, should acknowledge their inability to
compete with the big schools and limit their activities to only
' intramural sports. 19.8 agree with this question, 64 dis
agree with this position, 16.2 do not know.
7. If you had a friend who was considering a job in the Athletic
.
Department, would you encourage him to join the present
department if a vacancy were available? Yes 59, No 39
8. Do you have adequate access to the present athletic facilities?
Yes 78, No 22
The following could be checked more than once:
205 think the P.E. requirement should stand as it (6 required courses).
152 think 3 to 4 courses would be a sufficient requirement.
189 enjoy P.E. courses but find the present set-u- p with 6 courses and a maximum
of 3 absentees per course unrealistic.
152 can see no purpose for having any P.E. requirement.
149 have had scheduling difficulties because of the P.E. requirement.
191 think we should have a black P.E. instructor.
398 do not think P.E. courses should have written tests.
492 do not think required gym uniform are fair or right.
Applications for next year's
editors of "Voice", "Thistle"
and "Index" must be submit-
ted to Warren Slesinger,
Chairman of the Student Pub-
lications Committee, by March
1.
The debate over urban stu-
dies took another turn last Fri-
day when the Educational Pol-
icy Committee voted to main-
tain a major in urban studies.
In doing so EPC denied the
request of the Urban Studies
Committee that the major no
longer be offered beginning
Fall Quarter, 1971.
The EPC set up certain guide-
lines for the Urban Studies Com-
mittee to follow in enacting part
of their proposal that the format
of the urban studies program be
restructured and strengthened.
Implicit in the establishing of
these guidelines was the under-
standing that interdisciplinary ma-
jors are often not feasible when
bound to the major-concentration-discipli- ne
system that is the tra-
ditional basis for majors. Also im-
plicit was the recognition that
difficulty in generating a staff with
adequate urban expertise has been
the result of an unclear notion of
what an urban major at a liberal
arts college should be.
In light of these considerations,
EPC has charged the Urban Stud-
ies Committee with developing a
sound urban major along the lines
of an interdisciplinary liberal arts
major, . rather than as a pre-pro-fessio- nal
one. With previous re-
strictions waived and the encour-
agement of EPC that in fact ade-
quate staff will be acquired for
a strong urban major, the Urban
Studies Committee has a clean
elate on which to outline their
recommendations.
BedUml BUU ViaUe . . .
by Bob Ingram, Jay Yutzey and Frank Strauss
During the past few years the viability and desirability of sec-
tion life as an integral part of the college has been questioned by a
substantial number of the campus community. In attempting to ana-
lyze the nature of the sections, we realize that we bring to this ques-
tion the experience of living in only one section and that this experi-
ence colors our opinions and feelings about sections as a whole. But
it must be remembered that there are eight individual and distinct
sections.
Our aim is not to defend .the
reputations of the sections of the
past their membership has long
since graduated. Rather, our in-
tent is to probe into the present
nature of sections and their poten-
tial for future development.
The sections have always re-
flected the interests of the men liv-
ing in them. It is the responsibility
of each section as an organization
to respond in a positive way to
the interests of its membership.
It has only been in recent years
that the campus as a whole has
awakened from the slumber of
non-involveme- nt. Likewise the sec-
tions are not static insittutions;
rather, they reflect and adapt to
the changing nature of the student
body. One needs only to review the
activities of the sections in the past
few years in order to see this. In-
dividual sections have integrated
into their programs open dorm
discussions and campus and com-
munity service projects (for ex-
ample, the N.O.W. Fund, CCA.
Auction, Muscular Dystrophy
Drive, programs with Boys' Vil-
lage, etc.), and have sponsored or
helped to. sponsor all-colle- ge ac-
tivities. In short, one will see upon
inspection that the sections are no
longer so inwardly-directe- d. The
section members realize that they
are not only members of a section,
but also members of the college
community.
A section does not restrict an
individual but supplements his
educational experiences. It pro-
vides a program in which an in--(
Continued oo'Page 3)
The Black students of the College are presenting four
Plays of Black Rage. These plays are being produced as
a fund drive for the purpose of aiding Black students with
financial need.
(1) "The Man Who Trusted the Devil Twice" by Her
bert Stokes
(2) "The Job" by Ben Caldwell
(3) "And We Own the Night" by Jimmy Garrett
(4) "Sister Sonji" by Sonia Sanchez
Plays will be presented March 4, 5, 6, at 8:15 p.m.,
in Scot Auditorium. Tickets are $1.50.
Kent State Responds To Laos
by Bob Bonthius and Chris Dudbridge
'And so you' ask, 'What about innocent bystanders?' But we are in
a time of revolution. vou are a
On Friday, Feb. 5, fifteen stu-
dent groups (including Young
Socialist Alliance, Black United
Students, Women's Liberation, Stu-
dent Religious Liberals and the re-
cently indicted Kent 25) sponsored
a rally on the Kent State Univer-
sity campus. The rally was called
to protest U.S. involvement in
Laos, to demand an end to U.S.
aggression in Southeast Asia and
an end to university complicity
with the war.
In essence the sponsorship, de-
mands and tone of the rally were
no different from similar rallies
held on many of the nation's cam-
puses ; and actually the planned
event was not unlike rallies spon-
sored last spring following the an-
nouncement of U.S. aggressions in
Cambodia.
Several hundred students attend-
ed the rally. The estimated attend- -
Sections '68-'6- 9 '69-7-0 '70-'7- 1
I 31 37 27
II 15 34 11
III 17 12 28
IV 7 18 17
V x 26 21
VI 46 25 16
VII 25 32 48
VIII 10 6 13
Figur not available. 190. ' 181
Entering Freshmen 281 295
. . . Ad SandhtoceA, Jlo&e Sand
by Hugh Chapped
The sections at Wooster are
not what they used to be. This
is no reason to say they'll van-
ish, for the gregariousness of
man almost assures their fu-
ture. Neyertheness, all one has
to do is to look closely to
see why they have deterior-
ated.
Sections are social organizations
which seem, to incoming freshmen,
to be an integral part of college.
Many join because it's the thing
to do. For other freshmen sections
provide the instant friends and
instant social life which replace
the insecurities caused by leaving
home.
Sophomore year holds a new
value for the sectionite as he
moves into the less supervised up-percla- ss
dorm. At this time he has
bystander, you are not innocent,
cKLL alias Abbie Hoffman
ance runs from 3,000 (YIPPIE!
estimate) to 500 (KSU police),
During the course of the rally
several participants lowered the
American and Ohio flags, and
raised up a Viet Cong flag. Accord-
ing to the student newspaper Kent
Stater, the establishment flags were
(Continued on Page 6)
PERSONAL VIEW
Judeo-Christt- an Bubble
by Donna Casparian
I became concerned recently1 when I discovered my
major (Indian Studies) no longeij existed. After discussion
with administrative officials and thf Indian studies faculty,
my doubts are increasing about Woo iter's being able to break
awav from its Judeo-Christia- n outlook on life. 'j
Several points must be made
clear:
1. Dr. Norton has never wanted
a department of Indian Studies,
but rather an interdisciplinary
program of Indian Studies. Faculty
with interest in some aspect of In-
dian culture would teach Indian
related courses and also service
courses in their respective depart-
ments. The administration says it
whole-heartedl- y supports this idea.
2. In last week's Voice article
an administrative official was quot- -
a chance to become more closely
acquainted with upperclassmen
and their knowledge and experi-
ence. The relatively safe environ-
ment provides ample opportunity
for experimentation with various
educational activities including
sex, drugs, alchohol, cards, ex-
plosives and water fighting. These
experiments and the people one
meets along the way are important
to an individual who is trying to
"find" himself and needs many
example to choose from.
Along about junior or senior
year, when the experimenting tap
ers off the values of the section
to many become overshadowed by
its inhibitive qualities. The result
is that the individual decides that
the section obligations both in
money and time, when coupled
with a desire to escape the stereo-
type of the section, or a repulsion(Continued on Page 3)
IVhy E-In-mcr
Didn't Come
Faiinie Lou Hamer, chairman of
the Rileville, Mississippi Economic
Cooperative, could not speak as
scheduled on Tuesday evening
her home was bombed. Bombed
previously on Jan. 28 j(an event
which! received no national news
coverage) , the bombing this week
was e more in a series oi uni
assm ts she has encountered in
ner
i j b organizing a cooperative
for r blacks and whites.
In lved in community organi--
zatio: in Mississippi since the
1950's, she was a primary catalyst
in reawaKeninc aoumern ponucai
activism following the murder of
Medgir Evers.
Haitner attained national prom- -
inched at the 1964 Democratic
National Convention in Atlantic
Citv. chairins? the Mississippi Free
dom Democratic Party, Ifer group
challenged the representation of
the I strite by an all-whi- te delega- -
tiori.
She has been tentatively re
scheduled to speak on Feb. 24.
ed as saying there was a lack of
interest in Indian studies on the
part of the students. This has not
proved to be the case. If numbers
are this name of the game, Indian
studies classes have trebled in
size Dr. Harold Smith's! Buddism
class ik fillecT to capacity, and 12
peoplel from Wooster'a campus
alone pave applied to Indian re-
lated GLCA programs.
X If the administration and
students support a program of In-
dian Studies, does the j responsi-
bility hen fall on the faculty for
maintaining this type of program?
It 'appears the individual teacher
feels more allegiance to the de-
velopment of his own department;
interdepartmental concerns are
secondary- - The administration feels
it cannot pressure the departments
into) hSring professors with Indian .
a real interests. I
4. rW any type of aria studies
to sue 3eed, there must j be some
type) of language . instruction.
Tamil is offered spring quarter
only1 as part of the GLCA Madurai
program. This is not a College of
Wooster! program, nor is it finan-
ced by the college.
Ewing Christian College in Al-
lahabad is willing to send a Hindu
instructor to Wooster in exchange
for room and board. Ye the ad-
ministration is not willing to pay
this small price for a program that
could lead to greater gains for the
(Continued on Page 6)
The Wooster Symphony
Orchestra will present the sea-
son's second concert on Sun-
day, Feb. 21, at 8:15 p.m., at
the O A R D C Auditorium.
Wooster students and faculty
will be admitted free. (Stu-
dents -- I must present I.D.'s.)
Buses Will leave Lowry Center
at 7:30 p.m. Brian Dykstra
will be playing the Bartok
Third Piano Concerto. The pro-
gram also includes excerpts
from Tschaikowsky's "Swan
Lake" and the Mahler Fifth
Symphony,
Page Two
Editorial Silence
' The Daily Record is one of the most influential papers in north
central Ohio. With a circulation in excess of 24,000, the Record's
editorial position is well-heede- d and instrumental in helping sub-
scribers form opinions on major news issues.
We waited expectantly, then, last week for some editorial com-
ment treating the latest U.S. involvement in Indochina. While its
front page was continuously splashed with the controversial events
in Laos, the Record's editorial page maintained total silence. For
nearly two weeks prior to Wednesday, Feb. 17, there was no com-
mentary dealing with Laos, either in the form of editorials or syndi-
cated columns, which graced the Record's editorial page.
We are not suggesting here the Daily Record take a particular
stand, only that it take some stand. Perhaps it is presumptuous of
the Voice, with a circulation one-tent- h the size of the Record's, to
question the motives behind avoiding a controversial issue; but we
do wonder if the Record's responsibility to its subscribers has not been
shirked. The events surrounding the invasion of Laos has been called
"the most important action since Tet" on which the "outcome of the
war itself could be, riding."
There are serious questions which have been raised by the Laos
venture (i.e., the justification for news censorship a week preceding
the incursion and the mystery surrounding the extent of U.S. par-
ticipation in Laos). It would seem there would be sufficient circum-
stances which would provoke an editorial position regardless of a
newspaper's stance on the Vietnam war itself.
Beyond its ability to enlighten, an editorial examining controversial
events can often prompt the reader to express his own opinion, via
letters to the editor, congressmen or the President. At a time when
elected representatives are increasingly responsive to grass roots re-
action toward the Indochina war it would seem beneficial to all con-
cerned to learn from the counsel of the Record's editorial page.
Then again, the tacit sanctioning of events, implied by the
absence of editorial reaction, is perhaps an editorial in itself. D.D.
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SGA Lives Within System
by Carol Thomas
"The purpose of the SGA, as I
see it," commented Jim Thomas,
SGA president, "is to stimulate and
support social action and to initi-
ate this when necessary. The major
failing this year has been our in-
ability to foster constructive con-
flict on campus. Perhaps students
are tired or discouraged, but they
haven't sought out those who dis-
agree with their views. I don't see
the SGA as an organization at all ;
we are a forum for any type of
. student action."
SGA is now beginning work on
a project to have the majors in
each department collectively evalu-
ate the department's strengths and
weaknesses. The results of these
evaluations would be published
and made available to students.
A primary concern of SGA has
been student services programs,
publications and the like, designed
to aid students in some way.
The Admissions Outlets Commit-
tee was initiated as a response to
publications which portray a
1950's version of the. college (no
smoking, church attendance re-
quirements, dress up Sunday din-
ner.) Publications directly con-
nected with the college and those
nationally known college and uni-
versity directories will, be included
in the committee's review.
The Black Students Association
originally proposed that ten per-
cent of the student activities fee be
used as financial aid. The idea
went to SGA and was approved,
and endorsement in a student
referendum made the scholarship
a reality.
According to Thomas, SGA often
works in this way a person or
organization with an idea that
would be of service to the student
body in general but lacks the
means to implement it, and the
SGA can fund or execute the plan.
SGA is trying to make students
aware of their actions this year
by publishing their minutes and
those , of Campus Council, SGA
Cabinet, General Assembly and
Central Committee, and having
them posted in- - the housing units.
The main purpose of the general
assembly is to make students
aware of SGA actions and the as-
sembly members are there to keep
SGA in touch with the student
body. The general assembly is also
used to help recruit students to
assist with the efforts of SGA and
other organizations.
PORTLAND
Three COW students on the
Portland Urban Studies Program
were arrested Feb. 2 on charges
of trespassing. All three were re-
leased on their own recognizance
and ordered to report for trial
tentatively scheduled March 11.
Claudia Shepp, Ed Hoke and
Jenny Johnston were among those
arrested as anti-wa- r protestors
chained themselves to Portland's
Defense Supply Contract Build-
ing. The demonstrators, who were
intent upon keeping the symbolic
protest non-violen- t, were given
three minutes to disperse by the
police. Several participants dis-
engaged themselves from the pro-
testing group after the police
warning. Approximately 30,
among whom were Shepp, Hoke
and Johnston, did not leave and
were subsequently arrested.
One participant characterized
the police action as "beautiful" in
their unchaining of the demonstra-
tors (half of whom were over
age 30) who had not voluntarily
left. All arrests were made
To the Editor:
VOICE Friday, February 19, 1971
(.ottors To Tho Editor
CIRCLE THE WAGONS
To the Editor:
I am writing as a result of my concern over the
recent resignation of Dr. James Norton. His aca-
demic background is outstanding, not- - only in its
quality but also in its diversity. But more import-
ant, his ability to communicate with students, to
stimulate interest and excitement, is evidenced in
the growing size of his classes and the increased
interest in Indian Studies on campus. His wide
contacts within the field of Indian Studies has en-
abled him to bring to the campus guest speakers
as well as musicians and other artists. The GLCA
program in Madurai, "created and administered by
Dr. Norton, not only gave students the opportunity
to study in India but also enriched Wooster by
bringing the professors of linguistics and culture
who came from India for the spring portion of the
Madurai program.
Dr. Norton's resignation could not come as a
surprise to anyone who knew the continued frustra-
tion he has encountered in attempting to gain the
support of the administration and faculty for In-
dian Studies. The GLCA program in Madurai,
which is completely financed by the students par-
ticipating and the PL-48- 0 government grants, and
hence is no expense ot the college, has been given
encouragement by the administration.
, The college has repeatedly refused either to hire
new faculty members specifically for an Indian
Studies department or even to exert pressure on
specific departments to hire persons with a specialty
in Indian Studies. One of the most basic require-
ments for Indian Studies would be a professor of
Hindi. Ewing Christian College is willing to send
a professor of Hindi for no cost other than his
living expenses at Wooster, yet the college has not
even consistently taken advantage of this oppor-
tunity.
In abolishing the Indian Studies department,
the administration announced its plans to "con
I read with great interest Dr. Watts "Requiem
for the Peace Corps" Voice, Jan. 29, 1971), both
from my point of view as a former Peace Corps
Volunteer (Turkey) and as a Campus Represen-
tative for the Peace Corps this year. In light of my
experiences, I have a few clarifications and com-
ments to make concerning Dr, Watts' remarks.
First, affluence has not come to volunteers, as Dr.
Watts states. "Motor cars and motor cycles" are
not used by volunteers except where a particular job
requires it, e.g. an agricultural extension agent who
covers an area of several hundred square miles of
bush country. It is a firm Peace Corps policy that
no volunteer may even operate a motor vehicle, ex-
cept in this type of situation.
The major complaint that Dr. Watts voices,
however, and the one with which I must take the
strongest exception, is that the Peace Corps, 1) has
lost its idealism, and 2) cannot function properly
without it.
Idealism, Of course, is an elusive term. When it
implies a desire to help other people, to be of serv-
ice, and to be open-minde- d and flexible in dealing
with people and ideas of another culture, idealism
leads to otherwise impossible achievements. If,
however, idealism implies a belief in quickly achiev-
able goals, the ability of peoples of diverse cultures
to quickly achieve understanding, and the capacity
of a single person to overcome cultural differences
quickly enough to accomplish rapid and dramatic
change, then idealism is a hindrance.
A Peace Corps Volunteer who does not possess
the first type of idealism will surely be of little
service, neither helping nor hurting. And unfortun-
ately, there are some Peace Corps Volunteers like
this.
To the Editor:
tinue to offer courses on India at Wooster as staff
members in various departments have the profes-
sional preparation and interest to do so." While
on paper this sounds good, I think it is important
to look at what this will mean in terms of actual
course offerings for the next few years. With Dr.
Norton's resignation and Dr. H. Smith's retirement,
there will be no courses in contemporary Indian
society, classical Indian tradition or Hinduism.
While Dr. Raju could continue the classes in San-
skrit now being taught by Dr. Norton, he is plan-
ning to retire in 1973, which will mean that San-
skrit and Indian Philosophy would also no longer
be taught.
Although the administration announced plans to
hire a person to co-ordina- te the Madurai program,
they are not specifically looking for a man qualified
to teach any facet of Indian studies but rather only
an able administrator. Therefore, next year only
Dr. Raju's one or two courses in Indian Philosophy
and the Tamil courses offered in the spring in con-nevti- on
with the Madurai program will be avail-
able. This limited offering of Indian Studies
courses, in addition to severely restricting students
interested in the field, will weaken the Madurai
program by forcing it to operate in a virtual
vacuum.
The administration is adamant in their insistance
that they recognize the important of and encourage
study of non-wester- n cultures, both on and off
campus.. Building on Dr. Norton's academic and
administrative abilities, and with the location here
of the Madurai program, Wooster had the potential
to become the GLCA center for Indian Studies.
Yet by their refusal to hire new faculty or support
any expansion in Indian Studies, the administration
has not only lost an extremely capable professor
but has also reduced Indian Studies on the campus
to virtually nothing.
Linda Cansler
LOLLY-PO- P IDEALISM: THE GOOD SHIP SINKS
Volunteers with the second type of idealism are
not merely irrelevent, but destructive. People in
developing nations, who are struggling to overcome
the basic problems of survival are not apt to view
kindly a person with such insistent solutions. He has
no understanding and less concern for their history
and ideas. He is regarded kindly and patroniz-
ingly as a fool. The volunteer, realizing this,
will be rendered a frustrated anachronism.
While a Peace Corps Volunteer should have
idealism of the first sort, his idealism must be
tempered with the reality of the situation he is in.
Bureaucracies work against the interests of the peo-- .
pie in developing nations as well as here. The
volunteer works at the grassroots where the reality
is and not at the governmental or bureaucratic
level.
He is to suggest change where he sees a need
for it but he is not to implement it It is not his
country and not his life and livelihood that will feel
the consequences. If the people like his suggestions,
it is for them, not the volunteer, to implement them
in the context of their culture. For the volunteer
to proceed otherwise would be cultural imperialism
something that both the Peace Corps and the host
countries oppose.
Dr. Watts says that the idealism of the Sixties
is missing from the Peace Corps. The lolly-po- p
ecstacy of the frenzied, Utopian, overnight-achieveme- nt
type idealism that characterized the Peace
Corps in the early Sixties is surely gone, as it
should be. The Peace Corps has matured. Com-
petence is now added to desire as an Essential
criterion for effective volunteer service.
J. William Brimacombe
Peace Corps Representative,
Detroit
IDENTITY CRISIS
Let me explain the position from which I . am
writing: I am, to some extent, responsible for
student help at Lowry kitchen. I want to express my
understanding of the reasoning behind the policy of
requesting students to show their I.D.'s before
being admitted to the dining hall. The overall rea-
son is there must be come sort of control with
respect to who enters the dining hall ; i.e., those
persons who have paid board should be allowed to
eat, and more importantly, those persons who have
not paid for meals should not be allowed to eat.
The efficiency of the present system rests primarily
upon how closely I.D.'s are checked and how strictly
the rules are enforced. However, the relationship
between food service and the student body is also
related to how much of a "hassle" a student has to
go through to get into the dining hall.
The efficiency of the system could be tightened:
validation could be checked, pictures matched to the
face, and so on. Procedures like these though seem
completely unreasonable, and if instituted, would
certainly cause more problems than might be cor-
rected (longer lines) . . One of the "tightening pro
cedures" presently in effect is asking the student to
sign an I.O.U. if he does not have his I.D. What is
wanted is that people bring their I.D.S with them
and show them ; what is not wanted is a tremendous
pile of I.O.Us at the end of each meal.
Some students respond to the policy saying, "You
know I'm a student, you know I have an I.D. why
must I show it?" If I or any checker knew every,
student, and also knew that all of these people had
I.D.s, then there would be no problem. If most
persons agree that there should be some sort of
controls, and if they can't think of a better, more
practical system, then I see no reason to get upset
over showing your I.D.
I think the present system strikes a reasonable
balance. From food service's point of view, the con-
trol provided is acceptable. Some people still find
ways to get their friends a "free" meal, some ignore
the rules, some are simply belligerent but most are
cooperative, to the extent that the control is ade-
quate. As far as I can tell, the inconvenience of
remembering to bring an I.D. and to show it to
the checker is not that great,
Gary Manning
Friday, February 19, 1971 VOICE Pago Three
To the Editor:
RAW RECRUITING 'UNCLE SECTION WANTS YOU'
It was late, say one or two in the morning. I
was thoroughly engrossed in listening to my radiator
performing its "Man Shoveling Snow" imitation
and watching my posters fall off the walls, when
suddenly a blood-curdlin- g scream lifted me six
inches off my bed. As I ran to the door, my "Easy
Rider" poster intercepted me halfway across the
room. Cunningly, ' it wrapped itself around my
face, causing me to trip over the dirty clothes which
double as a rug.
Persevering, I made it to the door and peered
outside just in time to catch a glimpse of five or
dragging some nameless fresh- -six upperclassmien
man out the exit.
Keeping a safe distance, I followed. Not safe
enough, however. One of the vanguard spotted me
and shouted,
"Hey you-!-- Which section are you pledging?"
"None,". I stupidly replied.
"Alright you guys," he alerted him compatriots,
"there's another one!"
It would have been all over for me right then
and there had not another group of upperclass
PDECE5 ,OF TOME
by Tess Feltes
The current exhibition at the
Frick Art Center is worth a piece
of your time. Each of the graphic
works represents a great deal of
time. Time to create, time for the
artist to have looked and observed
the world around him, experience
and assimulate. Time was needed
to express by line, " shape and
shading technique that took time
to master.
Displayed are prints and draw-
ings; all seemingly remnant's or
maybe reminders of a variety of
ditierent times .
times preserved
. a range of
behind glass.
There a sensitive charcoal child's
head from the 16th century waits
in silence, hundreds of years, a
thousand miles from its beginning.
You should take the time to feel
it. Across the gallery are prints
inla style in company with Rem-bra- nt
or a Dutch master. These
were done in this twentieth
The Political Science Deportment
it sponsoring South East Asian expert
Dr. David Wurfel, for various meetings
on Wednesday, Feb. 24: open meet-
ing of International Relations class,
Kauke 105, 10 on.; open meeting
of American Foreign Policy class,
Kauke 105, 1 p.m.; speech on "The
Meaning of Cambodia", Mateer, 730
p.m.
He will be available for consulta-
tion with students doing I.S. in South
East Asian
.
affairs during the after-
noon. Students should schedule ap-
pointments through Mr. Shull, Kauke
115.
MORE ON
(Continued from Page 1)
with certain members make it de-
sirable to drift away and find his
own social life.
This has been the recent pattern
in section life and it will probably
remain the same, for an increasing
number of freshmen will arrive on
campus with more of the practical
knowledge that sections deliver and
sufficient independence to do. with-
out the sections' social life. The
new social code will perpetuate
independence as freshmen will not
have to go to the upperclass dorms
to seek permissiveness.
Some people feel that sections
have a great potential and should
accommodate a certain type of
student. The only potential of the
sections is to make its members
happy. Attempts to force them to
change from "sand-boxes- " into
charitable organizations or magni-ficie- nt
brotherhoods will surely
kill them. If they are to change !
the impetus will have to come
men emerged to confront the kidnappers. The
original group dropped their victim and began
fighting the attackers. I got the hell out of there.
"Thank God for law and order," I remember think-
ing. Unfortunately, a quick look over my shoulder
proved I had jumped to conclusions, for a third
group had made the scene and was making off with
the now limp freshman. Twenty feet beyond them,
I could see yet another shadowy bunch of figures
moving toward the battlefield.
It was all too clear now. I had heard that this
year had been a phenomenally bad oneJfor pledges
to sections, at least so far as the sections were con-
cerned. So this is how they compensate . . .
Barricaded in the safety of my third floor abode,
I watched the remainder of the battle, now grown
to the proportions of a Cecil B. DeMille production.
By nine the next morning, "Building & Grounds"
had done a commendable job of clearing the field
of casualties, though blood stains and section pins
still littered the terrain. Pondering the fate of the
poor guy who had been "pledged" the night be-
fore, too late, I glanced up and saw a net dropping
from the tree above me ....
- Raw Material
If drawing is the artist note-takin- g
on the world, he interprets as
well as records. Art of this type
might be selected minds and
minds' concerns framed and hang-
ing on the wall. They are there for
no other purpose than to be view
ed. This is the reason they have
lasted this long. Time has let them
survive ideas, dreams, techni-- q
u e , craftsmanship, approach.
Amazing things because art is
such a fragile thing.
Art is timeless. Art is not time-
less.
These things are not easily
flowed into. But they are worth
the time to try to understand and
listen, to. Art is never of just one
century, one reality, or one time.
Art needs time to be understood.
MORE ON
Section jCije.
(Continued from Page 1)
dividual may participate to the
degree that the section enters into
his college life. For some individu-
als this participation may consti-
tute a large portion of their be-yond-the-classr- oom
experience; for
others it may constitute a very
small portion, as many section
members are involved in a variety
of campus and community activi-
ties. Because of the growing num-
ber of individuals who fall in this
latter category, some sections have
just recently begun to provide
channels within their structure
through which these individuals
as a group may become involved
in campus and community activi-
ties.
We feel that it is this group
participation which is the most re-
warding part of section life, for
this gives each individual an op-
portunity, in addition to a simple
living situation, to experience
opinions, values, and life-styl- es
which are different from his own.
Sections in the past and at
present have been judged as
a whole, and have possibly
gained a reputation from the
occurrence of isolated, objection-
able incidents of individual sec-
tions. It seems to us that the
campus community is always
aware of these incidents, but is
seldom informed (and some
people do not care to be in-
formed) of the sections' positive
contributions to their individual
members and to the entire cam-
pus community. In addition, it
seems to us that if half the
men at the College of Wooster
desire to participate in the sec-
tion system, they should be
from within the section. In the granted the opportunity to do
meantime, those who value sections so, with the full respect from
should have them. Everyone else students, faculty, and adminis-l- et
them die naturally. tration.
"MARXISM, THEORY AND CRIT-
ICISM" will be the title of an Inter-
departmental 399 course to be offer-
ed in the Spring Quarter. Faculty for
the course will include Mr. Hoover,
Pol. Sci. (Chrmn ); Mr. Calhoun, His-
tory; Mr. Castell, Philosophy; and Mr.
Hustwit, Philosophy. Mr. Bucher, Re-
ligion; Mr. Baird, Economics; and Mr.
Hurst, Sociology, also plan to con-
tribute to the discussions.
The basic design of the course is
an intensive discussion of selected
works of Marx, Engels, Lenin, Mao
Tse Tung, and others. The course will
be conducted as a seminar empha-
sizing student participation.
The course will be listed as a
"399" in the departments of History,
Philosophy, and Political Science. It is
scheduled for 2:00-3:5- 0 on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. If you are interested
in enrolling, please pick up a form
from Mr. Hoover's office (K 114) and
return it by 4 p.m. Monday, Feb. 22.
The list of those accepted will be
posted outside the office on Tuesday,
Feb. 23.
Mr. Hoover will be available at the
Pit Saturday, Feb. 20, at 1 1 a.m. to
discuss the course with interested
students.
janis Joplin
Is PEARL
by Raymond R. Day Jr.
I have been given one of the
most honorable tasks in recent
months. ,1 have been asked to
review, criticize, or whatever, the
latest album of the greatest female
blues singer in recent years. Even
though this is my first record re-
view I do not feel caught in a
bind, because for a few fantastic
minutes this past summer Janis
Joplin and I were together. For
those few minutes her meaning in
life became and still is a part of
mine. But let us dispense with the
melodramatics and get down to
PEARL.
Pearl, as . Janis Joplin was
called by those people in her inner
circle of friends, is her latest al-
bum. Each of her albums got pro-
gressively better; this is the finest.
I feel that it is a commentary on
her life style and not just a pack-- (
Continued on Page 6)
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They've got just the spot for you.
Maybe you sweated four years to
lose your identity. To become a bit
of information stored in a computer.
Well, congratulations.
You've got plenty of chance to
become just that in our deperson-
alized, do-not-fold-spindle-or-m- uti-late
world.
What you don't have is much
chance of escaping the numbers
game and holding on to your
identity.
Maybe we can give you that
chance.
We're Hoover.
You probably know us for vac
uum cleaners. Ana 4
we re tne Diggesc ingsgjsggr
that field. iDfMBut you'll also
,
find our name onn u... i 1 1
about 80 other
products.
And you'll find itf on 14 plants. In
9 different countries. On five dif-
ferent continents J
The reason
People.
We developj.
for our success?
talent. Not
machines. If you've got ability,
you'll get the chance to show it.
And if you show it, people
will notice. And you'll get ahead.
We're big enough, and grow-
ing fast enough, that there's plenty
of room for you to grow.
Yet we're not so big that you'll
ever get lost in tne shuffle.
So why not jsign up now for
an interview - wiui
Hoover.
fAbout all you've got
to lose is 20 minutes.
Those 20 minutes mav
1
-
gain you the chance not
tr-- 1 1 . ': J .:...
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Scoff EHigliligtiffs -- Jm
by Tom Hilt
VOICE Sports Editor
This Fighting Scot basketball season has been one that all sports
editors dream about. A nationally ranked team, a .near perfect
record, rumors of an NCAA tournament bid, an All-Americ- an candi-
date, broken records, a truly great all-rou- nd team: that's this year's
Fighting Scot varsity cage team. -
Tomorrow night the Scots will have their eyes on their first OAC
championship since '52 when they meet the high-ridin- g Capital Cru-
saders. And while I'm on Capital, let me add that this is the game
that I have most wanted to play all year. After watching the Scots
be demolished by Cap last season, I've been waiting for revenge. With
the potential of this year's squad, I believe we can do it.
Our 18 game win streak is a new all-ti- me school record
as is our 22-- 1 season record a new all-ti- me school win mark. As
of Monday's NCAA Statistics Report, the Scots had the third best
win-lo- ss percentage in the nation (the first two teams are still
undefeated) and the third best winning record in .the nation. Wed-
nesday's UPI ratings saw the Scots break into the Top 10 for
the first time, ranked 10th.
So far, I've only spoken of the Scots as a team, and now I would
like to digress to the individual members of the varsity. The Red
Team and the bench strength this season have proven key factors time
and again in Wooster's victories. Such players as John Evans, Dave
"Tiny" Wilher, Mark Vogelgesang, Chuck Cooper, Larry Shyatt, and
Gary Franklin have given the Scots the support they needed. Juniors
Greg "the Bear" Bryant, Mike Grenert and John Creasap have sparked
, the Scots play continually.
But there are four seniors who I feel deserve a special tribute
.at this, the most important hour of their careers. These-senior- s
have worked together over the past four seasons (except one trans-
fer) to build themselves to what they are today. Let's take a look
at them individually ....
Pat Roach: Strong Man Under the Boards
Transferring to Wooster last season from Macomb County Com-
munity College near Detroit, Pat began to come into his own at the
end of last, season. Settled and determined, Pat has given the Scots
needed strength under the boards this season, enough to make him
. the third leading rebounder on the team. However, rebound strength
is not Pat's only quality as his inside defensive play is tops in today's
college. cage sport. Coach Al Van Wie has remarked, "Pat is the
strongest player that I've ever coached," and that's quite a tribute
to one fine Scot senior ...
Dick "Colt" Cornwell: Wooster's "Pistol Pete"
Nicknamed "Colt" .for his pistol-lik- e shooting from the corner,
Dick has entered many a game in the past four years to spark the
Scots with his superb. corner shooting. The fourth leading scorer on
the team, Dick displays an additional quality which the Dutchman
values even more: spirited defense. "Colt is definitely the most im-
proved defensive player on our squad," commented Van Wie about
Dick's performance. He further added that CornweJI's spirit and
zone-breakin- g have been "a big factor in our season thus far." This
all adds up to just one more reason why our Fighting Scots are the
top team in the state right now ...
Tim "Bambi" Baab: Great Team Leader
: A slow, awkward' freshman player, Tim was named "Bambi"
as a Scot yearling. Great determination has changed all of this
as Tim jelled to be the OACV leading rebounder . last season. A
broken foot early in September hampered Tim's early efforts, this sea-
son, however, he is now the second leading rebounders for the Scots
and a much feared opponent in OAC circles. Probably his greatest
quality, however, is his leadership ability. This fine team leader has
made the Dutchman remark, "He's a helluva captain. A team is only
as good as its leadership within and Tim along with Tom have done
a great job." Another fine tribute to a senior who has helped lead
the Scots to where they are today
..."Tom Dinger: An Ail-Ameri- can in Our Eyes
What can you say when a player holds every school individual
record in " existence. However, these records are not Tom Dinger's
top quality by any sense. On the court he is part of a team. Time
upon time the Mansfield Meteor has. passed ofT to a fellow teammate
on the fast break when he could have made the shot himself. He is
an outstanding ball handler and a great team leader. Coach Van Wie
has contended that Tom is "the Scots' all-tim- e best ball player" and
few will refute that judgment.
The Meteor has won numerous awards in his four years in the
black arid gold uniform numbered 24, but one award still eludes him':
AJl-America- n. Whether sports writers around the nation vote him in
or not, Tom is still, a number one All-Americ- an in any Scot's eyes.
m t, - t
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Scot seniors playing their final home game are (left to right) Tom
Dinger, Dick Cornwell, Tim Baab, and Pat Roach.
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SCOTS' WEEKLY
SPORTS CALENDAR
Saturday
Basketball, Capital,
Home, 8:00
(OAC Championship)
Indoor Track, Kenyon,
. Hiram, Away
Swimming, OWU, Away
Wrestling, Denison, Hiram,
Kenyon, Home, 1 :00
Women's Basketball, Witten-
berg, Away
Tuesday
JV Basketball, Ohio State
Frosh, Away, St. John's
Arena
Women's Basketball, Central
State, Home, 6:30
TANKERS MEET OWU
Traveling to Delaware to-
morrow, the Scot tankers will
try to up their season record
to 3-- 2 when they meet Ohio
Wesleyan.
Last Saturday the swim-
mers found the Kalamazoo,
Mich., pool like an "ocean,"
as they finished last in the
eight team GLCA Swim Cham-
pionships. Sophomore Bob
Matchett's two third places
were the only points recorded
by any Scot swimmer. Mat-che- rt
swam a :23.0 flat in the
50 yard freestyle and :51.9
in the 100 yard freestyle.
Mat Quad
Dumas W
A tournament style quadrangu-
lar is in store for Fighting Scot
wrestling fans tomorrow afternoon
at 1 :00 at the PEC when the Woos-
ter matmen play host to Denison,
Hiram and Kenyon. Last weekend,
the Scots grabbed their highest
finish ever, .second, in the 4th an-
nual GLCA Championship at Kala-
mazoo, Mich.
One of four Scot grapplers in
the finals, freshman Wes Dumas
scored a quick takedown with
six seconds to go in his champ-
ionship match to capture a 5-- 4
victory over Ohio Wesleyan's
Lindner and the 150 pound class
title. Only two weeks ago, the
same wrestler had pinned Du-
mas in a dual meet. Enroute to
his title, Dumas knocked off
Kalamazoo's Vas Kelis, 6-- 2, and
defending champ and top-seed-ed
Kresge of Albion, 5-- 2.
Other Scots gaining berths in
the finals were Jim Rastetter, 134,
John Hatch, 142, and Larry Spra-gu-e,
158. Rastetter, a freshman,
dropped a tight 5-- 4 decision to Al-
bion's top-seed- ed Meinschein in
the title bout, while Hatch, a senior
and team captain, fell by a nar-
row 3-- 2 count to Earlham's Cook.
Another freshman, Sprague found
OWU's Johns too rough to handle,
losing a 7-- 4 decision battle.
In consolation matches, fresh-
man Mark DiFeo managed to
bounce back and take to 4-- 0 shut-
out from Albion's Went to win a
third place. Two more Scots, junior
Bob Yomboro and freshman Mar-
shall Wenger were not as lucky in
the consolations.
Spend an unforgettable
SEMESTER AT SEA
on the former
QUEEN ELIZABETH
New lower rates; full credit for
courses. Write today for details
from World Campus Afloat, Chap-
man College, Box CC16, Orange,
CA 92666
it r
Old familiar No. 24 (Tom Dinger) shows perfect jump shot form
at the top of. the key in the Otterbein game. His 34 points against
the 'Bein, many from the top of the key, boosted the Scots to their
21st win of he season and 10th OAC win.
Thinclods Sef Sin Marks
Following a successful weekend
at the Livingston Relays at Gran-
ville, the Fighting Scot thinclads
will travel to Gambier tomorrow
for a triangular with Kenyon and
Hiram. Setting six school records,
the tracksters finished sixth in a
Tomorrow,
ins GLCA
Not entering the 118, 126, and
Unlimited classes, the strategy paid
off as one more loss would have
allowed Earlham to overtake the
Scots for second place.
Scot freshman Wes Dumas
LYRIC II
Now thru Tuesday, Feb. 23
Weeknites and Sat. 7 & 9 p.m.
Sunday 2:30-4:30-6:30-8- :30
Robert Redford and
Michael Pollard
in
"Little Fauss and
Big Halsy"
Starts Wednesday, Feb. 24
-- TO '1MB' PTuOf; POfVNTS m.
IRVItlSAUfM PRODUCTION
RICHARD ALEC
HARRIS GUINNESS
Phone 264-791- 4
field of 14 teams at the relays.
Three established events' records
fell to the wayside, while two new
events automatically became rec-
ords. Finishing sixth, the distance
medley relay team of Rod Russell,
Jim Polychron, Andy Naumoff
and Chris Torrey set a new school
record time of 11:03.7 for the
event, while the shot put team of
Bob Cyders, Steve Gault and Poly-
chron finished seventh with a new
school mark of 114-3- .
Collecting a fifth place, the
sprint medley relay team of John
Helm, Rick Sollmann, Greg
Pringle and Tim McLinden broke
the school record set in '1969 by
over 40 seconds, finishing in
2:57.9. The other two new marks
were a 22.8 by the high hurdles
team of Bill Pimtzner, Pringle and
Sollmann which finished sixth and
a 1 :04.0 by the 4 lap relay team
of Pimtzner, Ken Winchester, Jeff
Steiner and Paul Reiman.
The Scots' highest finish was in
the long jump where the team of
Winchester, Helm and Pringle
missed first place by a mere one
foot, 23A inches. The mile relay
team of Sollmann, McLinden,
Polychron and Helm finished third
with a time of 3:33.4.
"TORA!
TORA!
TORA!
NOW THRU FEBRUARY 23
Evenings 7j0dand 9:30 p.m
Starts Wednesday, Feb. 24
WALT DISNEY'S
"THE WILD COUNTRY"
Wednesday Special $1.00
W00STER
211 I. lltTV STUI 26-M- 46
Wooster's Newest Restaurant
THE BUCKEYE TREE
Try Our NEW Specialities!
Reuben Sandwiches Whipple Whoppers
The Prince and the Pauper
All Are Different and Delicious!
3800 Cleveland Road Phone 345-74- 10
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by Dave Berkey
All advocates of Capital punish-
ment are urged to attend the big-
gest game of the year tomorrow
night. Anyone else who just wants
to see Wooster's best team ever
try to win it all over the Cru-
saders can come, too. But the seats
will fill up fast and students are
urged to arrive early for the battle
Scots' fans have awaited for 365
days.
Last year at this time, Woos-
ter's basketball team was in the
midst of a seven-gam- e losing
streak and heading for Columbus
to play the undefeated Crusaders.
The result was disastrous . as the
Capital fans, coach and young
team smashed the Scots, 103-6- 6.
In 1971, the Scots are riding the
crest of the Ohio Conference with
one obstacle remaining in their
quest for the mythical crown and
an NCAA bid. With each victory,
Wooster sets a new school record
for wins in a season (22) and con-
secutive victories (18). Both the
22-- 1 record and the 18-ga- me win-
ning streak are third best in the
nation for small colleges and the
Scots' 11-- 0 OAC mark is tops.
Capital, on the other hand, has
"(San
been having its problems of late.
The Crusaders were upset by a
usually weak Baldwin-Wallac- e, 75-7- 2
last Saturday at Berea and have
lost a chance to repeat as sole title-holder- s.
They must win tomorrow
to tie the Scots and that incentive
is tremendous.
The Crusaders' young, well-balanc- ed
team is led by sophomore
Mike Stumpf, a 6-- 8, 235 pounder
ATTENTION STUDENTS
We are expecting a full
house Saturday for the Capital
game, and student coopera-
tion is requested in handling
the situation. Students are
asked to occupy only one
seat and to hold their coats.
The limited space must be
utilized efficiently and fairly.
from Columbus West. Stumpf had
a great rookie season, averaging
15 points per game, grabbing 200
rebounds and making both the
Honorable Mention Ohio Confer-
ence team and the All-Tournam- ent
team at the NCAA Great Lakes Re-
gional. This year he leads the OAC
rebounders with a 13.2 average
ON THE SQUARE
.
mq o)
Will Award
n
and carries an 18-poi- nt scoring
average.
Captain of the team is senior
Jim Dafler, a 6-- 3 guard from West
Alexandria. He has a 10-poi- nt
average in three years of starting,
and is noted for his defensive
ability. Dafler should be assigned
to Dinger.
Another starter is 6-- 4 junior
Bob Arnold from Columbus. Arn-
old hit 11 of 12 from the field
Tuesday night when the Crusad-
ers defeated Muskingum, 91-6- 3 at
Cap. His average is consistently
around the 13-poi- nt mark. Junior
Don Kalb, a 6-- 6 forward from
Brokensword, also averages about
13 a game. Kalb was a Second
Team All-OA-C pick last year. The
other guard is 6-- 0 sophomore Scott
Weakley from Bexley who aver-
aged 14.6 in his rookie season.
This well-balanc- ed scoring at-
tack has given Capital an 83.5
scoring average in rolling to a 17-- 3
season, 10--1 in the Ohio Confer-
ence. The Crusaders' defense has
limited foes to 70 points a game
for a 12.7 scoring margin.
Known for its hot-shootin- g, Capital
set the Ohio Conference record in
field goal percentage last year,
Scot Cagers Eligible For NCAA Bid
There has been a great deal of
speculation concerning Wooster's
chances to receive a bid to the
NCAA post-seaso-n tournament.
The following facts obtained from
the Athletic Department and the
Office of News Services should
sharpen any discussion of the
topic.
Wooster is eligible to be selected
for the Mideast Regional Tourna-
ment. The probation the Ohio
Conference put on Wooster has no
bearing on this. An amendment
which would have prohibited
Wooster from being selected due
to the probation does nof go into
effect until August 1, 1971.
The selection committee is com-
posed of six representatives. It in-
cludes athletic directors from Al-
bright College (Pa.), Grove City
College (Pa.), Muehlenberg Col-
lege (Pa.), Swarthmore College
(Pa.), Ohio Wesleyand and Woos-
ter. If any of the schools repre-
sented becomes under considera-
tion, that representative would
drop out and Oberlin's A.D. acts
as an alternate. Such would be the
case if Wooster were being
Tbr. first nhone conversation re
garding this selection took place
yesterday. The concluding pohne
discussions will take place on the
24th and the 3rd. It is in this
succession of phone calls that the
site, which should be in Ohio, and
the four teams, two from Ohio and
two from Pennsylvania, will be
selected. The tourney itself will
be held the weekend of March
12-1- 3.
Bflflflm
FOX DRUGS
1725 Gevelond Road
'Closest to the Campus"
to the
2 BEST PERSONAL LIBRARIES .
Oil CAMPUS
Details in Your Mailbox
Entry Deadline 5 p.m., March 5, 1971
Entry Blanks at the Bookstore Only
Did) vs.
but is second to the Scots in that
department in 1971.
The stage was set for the big
one on Tuesday nigh when the
Scots rolled past Denison, 95-7- 7,
and the Crusaders buried Mus-
kingum. When the polls came out
the next day, the significance be-
came even greater. Wooster was
ranked 10th by the UPI and Cap-
ital, 18th.
Thus, two of the nation's top
20 teams meet head to head to-
morrow night with a lot at stake.
Capital needs the win to tie for
the Conference title and stay in
the running for an NCAA bid.
With two minutes to go at Capital
Tuesday night, the entire Cap sec-
tion chanted over and over, "We
want Wooster". Wooster wants to
win the OAC outright and get
revenge for last year's drubbing.
AsW
team
don't
doubl
year t
coster fans say about the best
in their school's history, "We
mess around. Is there any
that this is the game of the
Scotties Potentially Better
According to Coach Nan Nichols, this year's Fighting Scotties
basketball team has the potential to be better than last vear's squad.
With one victory already under their shirts, the Scotties will be out
to grab another one tomorrow at Wittenberg.
Last Saturday the Scotties slipped past Ohio Wesleyan, 43-4- 2,
in a game which saw the Wooster women in their finest hour of re-
bounding and snooting from the field. The Scotties collected 52
caroms and hit a 37 percent from the field, their all-tim- e high against
a really tough opponent. . ) . .
With 17 rebounds, junior Janet Nordstrom won the game's re-
bound honors, while senior captain Donn i Beck sank 13 points to lead
the team's scoring. I
Freshman Anne Baird, starting in her first varsity game, tallied
11 points and gathered 12 rebounds to take second place honors for
the Scotties. Junior Denise Massa also had 12 caroms.
LIBERTY LAMES and LOUNGE
For the 21 and Over Crowd
"HAPPY HOUR"
From 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Every Monday thru Friday
Draught Beer and Mixed Drinks
Bowling for ALL
145 West Liberty Street
Co-ed- s really appreciate having a
ThriftiCheck account with us
Understandably so because of al she niceties that come
wAh j
a sAodbh ThriftiCheckbook cover in the coiors of your col-
lege skimped with the college emblem... free...
.attractive checks. ..stylishly name-printe- d at no extra
charge...
n hangups over bank balances as no fixed sua U
' a comforting low, low cost... with no surprise charges...
.and besides, personal finances should remain personal,
which Is one of the things a j
Personal Checking Account
toe
by to way, WE'LL appreciate having YOUR accouoH
The Wayne County national Bank
Clevelond-Bea- ll Office Public Square Office
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MORE ON MORE ON
Kent State Response To Laos
(Cod tinned from Pagfl 1)
handed unharmed to KSU police.
Otherwise the rally was unevent-
ful ; the program included the
usual speeches, chanting and in-teruptio- ns.
The following Tuesday, Feb. 9,
the Stater ran an editorial which
accused "hard core student radi-
cals of using local and national
issues to heighten tensions on this
campus again." Further the Stater
condemned the "student radicals"
for attempting to bring Kent State
to its knees again." The Stater was
reacting to speeches given at the
Friday rally which related Ameri-
can oppression abroad to American
oppression at home, and specific-
ally in Kent. The greater import
of the editorial though was a plea
for moderate action and calm
voices. ,
On Tuesday, Feb. 10, three stu-
dents were arrested by KSU cam-
pus police for "flag desecration"
charges growing out of the Feb. 5
rally. Interestingly enough the
three were arrested while attend-
ing a teach-i- n centering on "Politi-
cal Oppression in Amerika." The
arrests sparked a spontaneous
march on KSU President White's
home. The 250 student marchers
called for White to deal publically
with campus issues.
The following day, .Wednesday,
Feb. 11, the Executive Branch of
the KSU Student Government is-
sued a leaflet, called "What's Hap-
pening?", which was distributed to
the student body (about 20,000
students). The leaflet - called for
President White and his adminis-
tration to break their silence on
campus and local issues and to
deal openly with the student body.
Again the Stater replied with con-
demnations and moderation. Their
Feb. 12 editorial termed the flag
lowering "violent tactics" and ex--
PERKINS OMELETTES
ARE SERVED WITH 3
BUTTERMILK PANCAKES
OR TOAST & JELLY.
2730 Cleveland Road
Phone
345-74- 17
ti Til pawcam oure. me.
cused President White's silence:
"Maybe, if we assure him of our
motives a little more believably ;
we can get somewhere." To date
no word has been received from
White's office about plans for
actual communication with stu-
dents. But as the Attorney General
of the Kent Student Government
said: "The President is never
home!"
(Continued Next Week)
MORE ON
Indian sc
(Continued from Page 1)
college. In 1972 the National De-
fense Education Act grants
may become available to colleges
for the development of "critical"
language teaching programs. When
Wooster applied for this federal
grant in 1966, . it was common
knowledge that we were excluded
mainly because Indian language
instruction was not offered at that
time. Oberlin, which did receive
a grant, is developing an extensive
Asian studies program.
. 5. Despite the administration's
"continued support" of an Indian
Studies program, I can't under-
stand what they have left to sup-
port. Bill Leary, a sophomore In-
dian Studies major, was encour-
aged by. a top administrative of-
ficial to transfer to another school.
Despite smiling platitudes of
administrative support, I see no
hope of action no definite com-
mitments. Why won't the respon-
sibility for maintaining an Indian
studies program be met? Wake
up, Wooster, there is another
side to the worldl
Jloplin-W- ed On TThe (?lue
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age of wild sounds made only to
sell to the public
"Move Over" and "Half Moon",
are songs that give you some idea
of the high spirits that Janis had
for people, no matter who they
were. They are songs that make
you want to get up and dance. It is
the type of emotional feeling that
you had during the Chicago con-
cert, or being at a rock concert
while Sly is singing "Higher". You
are stimulated from it to do some-
thing beautiful for others. In "Half
Moon," Janis sings, "... yourlove brings life to me;" maybe this
is the essence of my point.
The most interesting, songs on
PEARL are "Me and Bobby Mo
Gee" and "Mercedes Benz". Her
adaptation of Qhris Christoferson's
song is very surprising in the sense
that her style of interpretation is
very true to that of a typical folk
singer. The first time that you hear
it you will not recognize her usual
twanginess. A servant of God re-
questing rewards for his work is
the theme of "Mercedes Benz".
The thing about this song is that
it is like a few black spirituals,
but in essence it is Janis' spiritual.
The introduction and conclusion
are given in her own "hooker"
style. A prelude to "Mercedes
Benz" is "Work Me Lord" on her
second album. Her spirit also lives
in the only instrumental on the
album, "Buried Alive in the
Blues". While the Full Tilt Boogie
Band leisurely plays on and on the
spirit of Janis is very near. It is
so near that you expect her voice
at any moment.
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PEART, is a commentarv on her
life, because it, as all of her songs,
deals with the love of a woman
for her man. Songs like "Trust
Me", "Cry Baby" and "A Woman
Left Lonely" all are related to this
theme. Janis is all soul and heart
wrapped up into one neat, beau-
tiful package. Her whole philo-
sophy of life was "Get it while you
can", which is also the name of
the last song on the album. I first
heard it sung by her at the Cal-
gary Rock Festival, and afterwards
she told me that this is 'where it
all is at' for her. Her philosophy
was not only related to the love of
a woman for her man, but reached
out to all types of relationships,
mental or material. Listen to the
words and you will see what I
mean. When the opportunity for
whatever, turns you on knocks at
your door, 'get it while you can',
'cause it may not be there tomor-
row.
Say what you will, but she was
buried alive in the blues and is
still alive in my heart and, I im-
agine, in the hearts of many others.
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DEGRADING
by Henry Herring
The remarks which follow concerning the assignment of
letter grades in academic courses are intended to initiate re-
flection and discussion of the subject by the students and faculty
here at Wooster. They are not intended to be exhaustive or
definitive even on the subject of grades; one could say much
more, and could qualify and enlarge much of what is said.
The comments should be regarded as not only opening
for discussion the grading system, and the development of
possible alternatives to it if they seem desirable; but .is also
beginning the discussion of complementary changes in other
structures as seen in the Dersrective of eTades. Some of these11iight be the question of whether degrees should be granted,
the relative mix of age groups in the student body, the kinds
of courses to be offered: the question of educational goals and
how to reach them.
While the analysis which follows explores what strike me
as the major deficiencies of our current approach, they are
offered in the hope of finding alternatives if the need is justi-
fied. Some schools already have different approaches: Oberlin
and Hobart and William Smith Colleges offer choices to the
student as to how he will be evaluated ; Evergreen State College,
a new state school opening in Washington, is setting up its
entire program on a carefully thought out creditno credit
system; Coddard College uses descriptive statements of what
a student has done. Perhaps we can begin to reflect upon the
alternatives which are most appropriate for us. .
Bur why reflect at allv Why not do as we are doing.
In my opinion, there are several important reasons for re-
considering our present structure. First, we have very little
evidence that the comparisons implied by A's, C's, or F's
are valid in themselves; and even less evidence as to what
each means when assigned by different instructors in dif-
ferent courses, and in different disciplines of study.
Second, the grades which are assigned, even if they have
limited meaning within an academic structure, are used all too
often to reach conclusions they were never meant to support.
When I give a B in American literature, I have no intention
of saying what kind of executive the student might make for
General Motors, whether or not he has the qualities of a sensi-
tive physician, or if he will be able to intelligently guide adoles-
cents in high school. don't know, or at least the grade does
not say what I might conclude for these other purposes. But
all too often the grade is used in making these judgments.
Third, and most importantly, the use of grades for compara-
tive evaluation teaches, reinforces and affirms a competition which
is inappropriate to and even destructive of the search for under-
standing. It encourages students to exploit others for personal
advantage, to feed on the failure of their contemporaries, to
fear their instructors (who are actually their judges rather than
their helpers), to make continuous and minor distinctions of in-
feriority and superiority, and to devalue or often ignore the
potential of cooperation.
Since, in the opinion of Jules Henry, the lessons taught by
our structures are learned more thoroughly than the subjects we
offer, we must always bear in mind the insight most recently
reiterated by Charles Silberman that "what we teach reflects,
consciously or unconsciously, our concepts of the good life,
the good man, and the good society."
Hence, if we are appalled by the industrialist who exploits
our environment and poisons our lives in the name of free en-
terprise, we must remember that we helped him sharpen his
competitive edge.
If we feel anguish when we see our urban, suburban, and
federal governments unable to cooperate in repairing the sham-
bles of our cities, we must recall that we have never much valued
cooperation. In school, we often call it cheating.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Spoonfeeding
vs.
Illusion?
by Pat Miller
Long harbored under the breaths
of several generations of under-
graduates, mumblings and grum-
blings about academic inadequa-
cies finally found an outlet in the
vocal Student of the Sixties.
"Lectures," the Student ob-- ;
served, "are boring, one-side- d
casseroles of 20-year-o- ld platitudes
served up to me every morning at
9 o'clock when I'm in no mood
nor digestive status for leftovers.
Swallowing large spoonfuls of this
bland chefs delight does not help
me to learn how to think; it only
enables me to regurgitate the same
material at exam time."
And in many cases the new
archetypal Student, unfortunately,
was probably quite correct in hisjudgment. Exclusive use of the
lecture method often meant poten-
tial boredom, "spoon-feeding,- " the
possibility of old stand-b- y lectures
revised little over the years, or
a lack of rapport between student
and teacher because of the barriers
set up in the highly-structure- d
classroom.
But what is the situation today
after pressure from the Revolt has
pushed the academic pendulum
away from the lecture method to-
ward the "discussion" class? --The
(Continued on Page 4)
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by Barb Zink
At a time in the academic year when most seniors at
the College of Wooster are fervently trying to complete their
independent study projects, it seems appropriate to reflect
upon the purpose and value of our somewhat heroic efforts.
For a few individuals, the I.S. program has been a reward
ing and fruitful experience. For many more individuals,
however, it has been little more than 20 weeks of frustration
and ineffectual efforts.
The "Wooster A3venture-in- -
Education" publication has des-
cribed the independent study pro
gram as a creative venture in
self-discipli-ne and self-discover- y.
The achievement of such a worthy
goal has been thwarted by numer-
ous factors
.
over the past few
weeks. There seems, for example,
to be an ever-growin- g stress on
"the paper" as the sole determin-
ant of the efforts invested in such
a project as well as its worth. Cer-
tainly the final paper is a reflection
(Continued on Page 2)
The aim of education in fact
the aim of life is to work joy-
fully and to find happiness. Hap-
piness ... means being int-
erested in life, or . . . re--.
sponding to life not just with
one's brain but with one's
whole personality''
Erich Fromm, introduction to
Summerhill '
'
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